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Abstract. Many people carry out social media activities which are not only positive activities but also activities that have a negative impact, such as crimes in cyberspace. Especially forensics mobile in assisting the resolution of crime cases through social media Instagram with media access smartphone. The biggest problem in the data retrieval process is that the perpetrator deletes or tries to eliminate digital evidence on a smartphone so this research aims to implement the framework National Institute of Standards and Technology to investigate data forensic evidence on social media Instagram accessed via smartphone Android by using tools mobile Edit forensic in data extraction on a smartphone with workflow stages collection, reporting. This study uses a conversation scenario on the Instagram feature direct message (DM) with conditions including deleting data on the Instagram application. The method used in handling cybercrime with media evidence smartphones is the method National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The results of this study are in collecting data in the form of 25 conversations (chat), 206 images, 86 videos, 5 audio, and 4 call logs on smartphones. However tools MOBILEdit Forensic in returning digital evidence are unable to recover conversations and call logs as a whole.
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1 Introduction
Currently, social media is the most commonly used communication tool by the public. Many people use social media for various activities, including both positive and negative activities, such as cyber crimes. The use of social media continues to grow among all ages, from children to adults. Almost everyone has a social media account, especially on Instagram. However, these features Instagram can also have good and bad impacts on society. One of the striking negative impacts is cyberbullying or online harassment [1].

Several previous studies have been conducted in the field of mobile forensics, one of the approaches used in this study is to use the NIST framework which is focused on collecting digital evidence related to crime on the Facebook Lite application. Forensic methods are used in the process of gathering this evidence. The NIST framework has good procedures for extracting digital forensic data[2].

In another study, a forensic analysis of Android phones was performed using methods provided by NIST and assisted by MOBILedit Forensics forensic software. In the analysis process, digital evidence is obtained in the form of user profiles, contact lists, e-mails, chat conversations, and pictures. This study managed to detect around 75% of the total data on the investigated Android phones [3].

Based on the results of the research previously described, it is important to have a specific approach in the field of mobile forensics to help solve crime cases that occur through Instagram social media using an Android smartphone. When someone is involved in cybercrime and a cell phone is found as evidence showing that involvement, the biggest challenge in the data retrieval process is the perpetrator trying to hide or delete digital evidence in the cellphone to eliminate traces. To overcome this problem, an investigation of evidence is carried out by applying the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) framework to obtain digital forensic copies of the evidence used and criminal activity committed via social media.

Based on the problems previously described, the authors conducted a study entitled "Implementation of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Digital Evidence Framework in Forensic Processes on Social Media".

2 Research Method
The method used to obtain digital evidence information is the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) method

2.1 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Captions should be typed in 9-point Times. They should be centred above the tables and flush left beneath the figures. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework is an institution tasked with developing standards, guidelines and minimum requirements needed to maintain information security in the field of digital forensics. Although initially used by central government agencies in America, this framework can also be adopted by other organizations such as academia, private investigative agencies, and the like [4].

NIST provides a comprehensive framework for conducting digital forensic investigations with trusted and trusted standards. This framework provides clear guidelines and a structured methodology for conducting analysis, gathering digital evidence, and recovering lost data. Using the NIST approach, organizations and individuals with competence in digital forensics can adopt internationally recognized best practices in investigating digital crimes and ensure the integrity and reliability of digital evidence obtained.

Based on the stages in Figure 1, it is explained:
1. Collection This stage involves collecting physical evidence by identifying and recording the evidence found.
2. Examination At this stage, the data that has been collected from the evidence will be tested and checked with the aim of maintaining the integrity of the information and preventing changes to the evidence.
3. Analysis at this stage, evidence will be analyzed in depth to obtain information relevant to the case being investigated.
4. Reporting This stage involves preparing a report containing the results of the analysis of the evidence that has been investigated. The report will contribute to the investigation process to identify suspects and help develop further cases [5].

2.2 Digital Forensic
Digital forensics is the application of computer knowledge and technology in a legal or judicial context [6]. This field uses the scientific method to prove cases through a series of steps, including the maintenance, validation, collection, analysis, identification, documentation, interpretation, and presentation of digital evidence obtained from digital sources [7].

2.3 Mobile Forensics
Mobile Forensics is a branch of science that originates from the discipline of digital forensics, also known as computer forensics [8]. Digital forensics on mobile devices plays an important role. Forensic experts can use specific methods and tools to collect, analyze and recover digital evidence present on smartphones with logical and physical extraction methods [3].
2.4 Smartphone Android
An Android smartphone is a device that has the dual function of being a mobile phone and also a practical portable computer [9]. This device has a large storage capacity, and is not only limited to call logs or SMS messages. Smartphones can also store various other information related to user usage, behavior or activities. In smartphones, users can store various types of data, such as contacts, text messages, multimedia files, applications, internet browsing history, and other application data[3].

2.5 MOBILedit Forensic Express
MOBILedit Forensic is a software that has a function to carry out investigations and retrieve data from smartphones. The software has the ability to read messages, record calls, access SIM cards, and other functions. Mobile phones can be connected via a direct cable or using a wireless connection [10]. This software then combines the data found, removes duplicates, and presents them in a complete and easy-to-read report [11].

2.6 Social Media
Social media is an online platform that can be used as a means of remote communication, building relationships with other people, and getting news through special applications connected to the internet[12]. By simply opening social media, users can connect with other people, share daily activities, and carry out various other activities [13].

2.7 Instagram
Instagram is an application designed for sharing photos and videos. Users can take photos or record videos, use digital filters to edit them, and share them through various social networking platforms, including the Instagram platform itself [14]. The following is the percentage of internet users who use each social media platform (based on a survey), Instagram is in second place in the use of social media in Indonesia, shown in Figure 2 [15].

Fig. 2. The Most Used Platform

2.8 Cyberbullying
Cyberbullying can be considered a form of verbal bullying. Cyberbullying, also known as online bullying, refers to actions carried out in cyberspace that aim to humiliate, ridicule, humiliate, denounce, or even threaten victims or other social media users [16].

2.9 Digital Evidence
In cases of crimes in the field of computer technology, there are often traces of activity related to the crime. Evidence of computer crimes can be in the form of physical evidence or digital evidence [17]. Electronic evidence is the electronic device itself or related storage media, while digital evidence includes document files, history, or log files containing related data [18].

Electronic and digital evidence is very important in the computer crime investigation process because they provide information that supports decision-making [19]. Through analysis and interpretation of this evidence, investigators and forensic experts can gain important insights to reveal crimes, identify perpetrators, and strengthen legal cases in court [20].

2.10 Case Skenario
Case scenarios are needed to assist researchers in determining the chronology of the occurrence of cases of indicated crime. Researchers create a scenario where there is a conversation that includes threatening actions or bullying behavior [21]. Then, the evidence of the conversation was deliberately deleted. In the case scenario of this research, there are two Instagram accounts that interact with each other via the Direct Message (DM) feature on an Android-based smartphone. In this interaction, there is one account that acts as a cyberbullying actor and one account as a cyberbullying victim. In the case scenario, the researcher created two Instagram accounts namely Account A (as the perpetrator) and Account B (as the victim). Account A chats with me B by sending messages (normal conditions).

Account A send chatting berupa pesan ancaman dan bullying kepada akun B yang menjadi korban.
1. Akun Account A sends chat messages in the form of threats and bullying to account B who is the victim.
2. Account A sends an image to account B.
3. Account A deletes all chat data from account A’s device in an effort to destroy evidence.
4. User B reports directly to the authorities for what happened to him. Authorities responded directly to reports of user B.

The next step is for the authorities to issue a search warrant to secure the smartphone belonging to user A, which is used as an access medium for Instagram to communicate with user B. The next stage will involve examining the smartphone owned by user A as physical evidence. The purpose of this check is to identify and retrieve digital evidence in the form of text messages that have been deleted by user A from the smartphone.

Fig. 3. Case Skenario

3 Result and Discussion
3.1 Collection
At this stage, the investigator carried out the acquisition process or taking physical evidence involving an Android smartphone with the type version of SAMSUNG SM-J105F. The device will be used as an object of research.

Smartphone evidence must be rooted first to back up the data on the smartphone. The rooting process is carried out as the first step in mobile digital forensics so that investigators get smartphone access rights as a whole on the Android operating system.

The collection process also records the technical details of the physical evidence used during the research. The following are smartphone specifications in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smartphone Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Examination
At the Examination stage, the process of examining and retrieving data from the cellphone is carried out with the aim of getting data that has been deleted by the perpetrator from the device. The initial step before carrying out data collection is to connect the cellphone to the laptop and install the forensic connector on the smartphone. After that, the MOBILedit Forensic forensic tool will be able to read data from the smartphone if the rooting process has been carried out previously.

It can be seen that the smartphone has been connected to the MOBILedit Forensic tools used. Furthermore, the data extraction process that has been deleted is carried out concerning the digital data recovery process or information backup.

3.3 Analysis
At the Analysis stage, a search for relevant information is carried out from various data that has been obtained at the examination stage. The data files that are the focus of evidence are text messages (chats) that contain cyberbullying content.

![Fig. 5. Process Backup](image1)

![Fig. 6. Conversation Evidence](image2)

![Fig. 7. Image Evidence](image3)

![Fig 8. Video Evidence](image4)

The first step is to activate airplane mode on the smartphone and require the condition of the smartphone to be in USB debugging enabled mode, then MOBILedit forensic will install a small application on the cellphone to back up data, you can see the backup process in Figure 5.
visiting other Instagram user accounts and then liking the video post or watching the video post.

**Figure 9. Audio Evidence**

Figure 9 shows the digital audio evidence that was extracted and returned with a total of 5 digital audio evidence that was successfully returned. The audio is an audio notification from the suspect's Instagram account.

**Figure 10. Video Call Log Evidence**

Figure 10 shows digital evidence in the form of a video call message made by the suspect to the victim which was successfully acquired by investigators.

The following are digital evidence of conversation messages that were successfully backed up and returned by the investigator in Table 2.

**Table 2. Real Conversation Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Evidence Conversation</th>
<th>Activity Logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sending</strong></td>
<td><strong>Delete</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are arrogant, just read my message</td>
<td>10/11/22 16:12:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretend to forget or be arrogant</td>
<td>10/11/22 20:49:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, you are very cute</td>
<td>10/11/22 20:52:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You, who did not pass the test yesterday, are you sorry</td>
<td>10/11/22 20:54:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That's why you don't have to take the test if you're stupid</td>
<td>10/11/22 20:54:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You're really fat when you take a photo, it's better not to upload more photos</td>
<td>10/11/22 21:02:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm your friend</td>
<td>10/11/22 21:05:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you don't use a filter, your face will be dirty</td>
<td>11/11/22 13:03:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So pretty stupid face</td>
<td>15/11/22 08:42:07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try it if you dare</td>
<td>15/11/22 09:12:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before I unfollow and block, I want to say</td>
<td>15/11/22 09:13:24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.4 Reporting**

The report includes a detailed description of the evidence found as well as a presentation of the forensic tools used in the process of backing up and acquiring evidence.

**Table 3. Reporting on Digital Evidence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>On Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Samsung SM-J105F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Of The Owner</td>
<td>Arifandi Jibran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Username akun</td>
<td>arifandijbrn_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEI</td>
<td>358310****8014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the information on the digital evidence report on the suspect's smartphone specifications and the username of the suspect's Instagram account that was successfully obtained.

**Table 4. Mobiledit Forensic Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Log</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The digital evidence found in the forensic analysis of the cellphones seized for investigation, found evidence of image files, audio files, video files, call log files and conversation (chat) files. The final result of the reporting of this research case is chat messages with an analysis of 14 conversational messages from suspects containing cyberbullying aimed at victims according to the evidence found and 7 messages that do not contain cyberbullying, because this digital evidence is accurate and relevant and can be properly understood after going through the analysis phase by looking at the system activity log analysis which shows the time the message was sent and efforts to delete digital evidence by the suspect to remove traces of cybercrime that has been committed.

**4 Conclusion**

Based on the research conducted, several conclusions were obtained as follows:

1. In this study, a case scenario involving the use of the Samsung SM-J105F smartphone was carried out. The scenario includes the process of rooting the device, installing the Instagram application,
creating a text message, and carrying out an investigation using the MOBILEdit forensic tool. After that, an analysis was performed using three different forensic software.

2. The final result of reporting from this research case is digital evidence of conversational messages (chat) because this digital evidence is accurate and relevant which can be properly understood after going through the stages of analyzing the metadata information in the files found to provide clues about the time of creation, change, location of origin of the evidence file when it was acquired.
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